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This is the product that leaves your greasy skins “Squeaky Clean”! When it comes to dissolving
fat, dried-in grease and natural oils, this product is truly a SUPER SOLVENT. IT’s a must if you
are tanning bear, beaver, raccoon or tougher greasy skins. It dissolves the fat and opens up the
fibers so that the pickle, and later, the tan, can penetrate deeply. We treat all of our furs and
skins with this product to ensure a thorough tannage. It is also an excellent degreaser for bird
and fish skins too! Super Solvent is biodegradable. This is a very environmentally safe product.
3 Methods for using Super Solvent
1. After relaxing the skins, and prior to placing them into the pickle, wash them in a Super
Solvent bath for 30 minutes. Then rinse, and place them in the pickle.
2. When your skins have been thoroughly pickled, remove them, drain and shave. When
shaved, wash them in a super solvent bath for 30 minutes and return them to the pickle.
3. When your skins have been thoroughly pickled and they are ready to pull out for
tanning, add Super Solvent directly to the pickle and let the skins soak for 30 minutes
before removing them.
Regardless of which method you prefer to use, mix your bath using the following formula. To
every 1 gallon of water (or pickling solution) add 4 oz. by weight of Super Solvent. If a weight
scale is unavailable, measure the correct amount of Super Solvent using 7 level teaspoonful’s or
2 fluid oz. in a measuring cup. Both are equal to 4 oz. by weight.
************
T.A.S.C.O/Rittel’s offers this instruction’s in an advisory capacity and assumes no liability.
Such information is the same as used in our own successful experiments, and since we have
no control over the environment, or the materials upon which our products or instructions
will be used, they cannot guarantee success!
************
All rights reserved. No part of these instructions may be reproduced in any form or by any
means without permission.

